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REVIEW Player

Name of the Player: Season 2017/18 Date:

Enzo Angles 1. Review 21.05.2018

Position: Next Review Date:

Player LMC

GOAL:

3. Showing the player exactly what is expected from him and give him possibility to improve

This chart is a guidance for the performance appraisal:

Insufficient

Improvement needed

Meet the requirements

Exceed the requirements

Outstanding

Player is achieving the requirements on a regulary basis.

Player is exceeding the reqirements and is an important example for others

Player is always exceeding the requirements and is an example for other 

players in strenth, will and moral

1. The performance and moral of the player should be reflected over the last 6-12 months in order to 

review the standings of their table tennis and other related areas

2. Reflecting the strengths and/or topics which need to be improved

Player is not achieving the requirements requested in Ochsenhausen. 

Immediate improvement is needed

Player is often not achieving the requirements in Ochsenhausen. 

Improvement is needed.



Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Results

League Balance x

World Tour x

Challenger Series x

National Team

Other Tournaments: x

x

Comment:

Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

 Mental Area

Approach/ Attitude x

Fighting Spirit x

Persistence x

Humility x

Mood x

Identification x

Group Spirit x

x

Comment:

PAGE 1

Congratulations for the second place at the French Champonships, well done! This year´s improvement generally speaking but also mentioning the results, is a 

reward for his work and the efforts throughout these years at LMC. The goal was to get the performances and results in France which he fulfilled securing a 

place in Pro A and knocking on the door of the national team. With the level of game now, further good results are expected especially on World Tour 

level. Continue Enzo, come on!

Average Mental Area:

Average Results:

Mentally he is back to his best level and he is on the right way. It is much clearer than before how he wants to work and what he wants to do (in his game but 

also overally). He has dedication, full involvement, all has a good base. We feel that there is still room to do in mental area to avoid ups and downs. Some things 

need to be more simple, some things need to be deeper. That is the challenge but it is good time because he has his base (way, results etc.) to dig again deeper 

in the mental area.



Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Physical Preparation

Strength/Stability x

Endurance x

Speed x

Balance x

Flexibility x

Power x

x

Comment:

Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Game

Footwork x

Forhand x

Backhand x

Passive Game (FH, BH, taking over) x

Above the Table (Flick, short-short, choop) x

Service x

Receive x

Far from the table (loobing, counter attack) x

Own game/style x

Stability x

Variations x

Consistency x

Average Game: x

Comment:
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He could play and work throughout almost the entire season without any big troubles. Once facing small injuries, he could come back to his level quickly. 

There was no time to do a bigger physical block but that is all good because he has followed his own plan managing the season and the travels well. Summer 

offers an opportunity to work more in this area to be able to start the season well and stable.

He has made good steps towards his table tennis level, his own stlye and the structure of his game. Forehand, service and his passive game got clearly better 

and that makes a big difference in his game as a left-handed player.The idea is to keep working on his strong points and make them even stronger. The 

practice level and work is stable but the game and performance in matches need the same stability and consistency! Here applies, as well: continue Enzo!

Average Physical Preparation:



Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Off Table Activities

Helping out ( Pick Ups, ect.) x

Planning/ Organised x

Flat x

Lessons (German/English)

Car (condition/ accident ect.)

Beeing on time x

Extra work x

Average other things: x

Comment:

x

Comment:

Signiture Player
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Signiture Observer

All good here, professional, well organised player, no issues at all. We recommend to activate and make his brain work to do some study or anything similiar 

which will help to be even more stable not mentinoing to stay open-minded beside table tennis. In addition, we also recommend him to be different than the 

others off the table. Be social but be different than the others in the same time!

Enzo did well this season, this isn´t the reason why he leaves LMC to Porto training centre. LMC would loved to keep him, however, his wish was to change the 

environment and to try himself out somewhere else. We wish him the best of luck with the belief that in the next years he can make the national team and he can 

become Top 100 player, too. Thanks Enzo for your 4 years at LMC, keep growing as a player and as a person!

OVERALL RATING


